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Reactive rotational molding (RRM) is a process to
manufacture hollow plastic articles. Comparing to rota-
tional molding of thermoplastics, it decreases the pro-
cess cycle time due to the reactivity of the system.
However, the number of influent parameters is rela-
tively high and optimization of the process is complex.
During RRM, the viscosity is one of the key parameters
and varies according to the polymer molecular weight
due to chemical reactions. Simulation is a way to opti-
mize this process. Prediction of the reactive flow is of
great interest to optimize process conditions and wall
thickness distribution of the molded part. We devel-
oped a solver based on smoothed particle hydrody-
namics method. This Lagrangian meshfree method is
well adapted to simulate free surface flows like those
occurring in RRM. First, we validated the code compar-
ing the simulation results to analytical Couette flow so-
lution and experimental measurements of dam break
problem. Then, we performed two-dimensional (2D)
and 3D simulations to observe the influence of the
change of viscosity on the flow, due to the chemical
reactions. Adhesion of the polymer on the mold surface
is modeled by new boundary conditions. POLYM. ENG.
SCI., 53:2509–2518, 2013. ª 2013 Society of Plastics Engineers

INTRODUCTION

Rotational molding is a process for manufacturing the

hollow plastic parts from few centimeter to several meters

[1, 2]. The main advantages of this method are no residual

stresses in final parts, no weld line, and no heterogeneity

of material behavior compared to other polymer processes

such as injection molding or blowing extrusion. The mains

weaknesses are the time to heat and melt the polymer

powders and the time to cool and solidify the polymer.

Consequently, the cycle time to produce a plastic part is

long (0.5–1 h), depending on the dimensions of the part.

Moreover, the range of polymer used is limited because, a

low polymer melt viscosity and a high thermal stability

are required. Nowadays, rotational molding of thermoplas-

tics is widely used in industry; nevertheless, there are only

few applications for reactive materials due to the complex-

ity of the polymer transformation. The first work [3, 4]

carried out in this field outlined these problems, partly

because various states of flow occur in the mold according

to the variation of viscosity. Reactive rotational molding

(RRM) has several advantages compare to traditional roto-

molding of thermoplastic powders: process cycle time is

shorter, raw material is less expensive because polymer-

ization occurs during processing, and high-performance

polymers may be used such as thermosets (polyester [3],

polyepoxy [5], and polyurethane [6, 7]) and thermoplastic

(polyamide 6 [4, 8]) or blends (polyepoxy/poly(methyl

methacrylate) [9]).

However, implementation of RRM is complex because

of chemical reactions. Figure 1 shows the variation of vis-

cosity related to the rheology evolution during polymer-

ization. According to the conversion ratio, the viscosity

increases and we can distinguish several hydrodynamic

regimes. In the early step of the chemical reactions, the

viscosity is low and the material cannot adhere to the

mold surface (‘‘pool’’). At that point, the viscosity begins

to increase and the material starts to adhere but due to

gravity, it falls down, this is the cascading flow. Then, we

can observe the rimming flow where the material is well

distributed on the mold surface but a wave phenomenon

is still occurring on the fluid surface. Finally, we can

observe the solid rotation; this is the desired flow where

the fluid is uniformly distributed on the internal mold sur-

face. This flow must appear before the gel point of the

material (Fig. 1c) where an infinite network is formed.

Over this point, the material becomes stiff and there is no

more flow. The chemical reactions are not completed but

the part can be removed from the mold for the postcuring

process. It is important to notice that these different kinds

of flows are dependent on the viscosity and the rotational

speed. Here, we can clearly see the importance of the



simulation to predict the flow according to the mold

geometry, the rotational speed of both axes, and the mold

temperature that influences the reaction rate.

Until now, optimization of RRM is mainly based on

the characterization of the reactive materials. From the

thermal and the rheological analysis, the vitrification and

the gelation are studied and the time–temperature trans-

formation diagram [10–12] is drawn. This method is com-

monly used to determine the best process parameters and

to predict the cycle time for thermosetting processes. Iso-

viscosity curves can be added to this diagram; however, it

does not allow a good prediction of the flow for a given

viscosity. Throne and Gianchandani [3] were the first to

observe the different flows occurring during RRM. They

described the above mentioned hydrodynamic regimes but

it does not allow a good prediction of the flow for a com-

plex mold geometry rotating around two perpendicular

axes.

The first simulations carried out in this field used the

volume of fluid method with a commercial software [13,

14]. These first simulations showed the influence of pa-

rameters, such as the rotation speed, the amount and the

viscosity of the polymer, on the cycle time. However, the

results were not good enough for a realistic prediction of

the material flow, mainly because of the free surface rep-

resentation and the absence of rheokinetical models [15,

16] to describe the evolution of viscosity according to

reaction rate. Mounif [14] started to develop a solver

based on smoothed particle hydrodynamics (SPH) method

to simulate RRM. This meshfree particle method is partic-

ularly suited to simulate free surface flows such those

occurring during RRM. SPH method was established in

1977 by Lucy [17], Gingold and Monaghan [18] to the

field of astrophysics. Since then, this method was success-

fully applied to others scientific domains and particularly

to fluid mechanics [19–22]. SPH method is already used

to model material processing, notably metal forming [23,

24] and injection molding [25]. Since Mounif’s work we

improved the initial solver to be able to simulate two-

dimensional (2D) and 3D flows. The reactive material

used in the simulations is a polyurethane. To estimate the

variation of viscosity according to the chemical reactions,

we added a rheokinetical model [26] based on the experi-

mental results and we implemented a new type of bound-

ary condition to model the adhesion of the reactive fluid

on the mold surface.

METHOD

To simulate the polymer flow during RRM, we applied

SPH method. In pregel phase, where the viscosity is low,

the fluid flow is characterized by a free surface flow with

the competition of two main forces: gravity and viscosity.

The fluid is modeled as an incompressible viscous Newto-

nian fluid because rotational speed is low (1–10 rpm) and

shear force is negligible. Here, we only present the basics

of SPH method, for details and references see the reviews

by Monaghan [27, 28] and the book written by Liu and

Liu [29].

Principles

In SPH method, material is represented by N particles

of masse mi, velocity vi and others hydrodynamics proper-

ties such as pressure Pi, temperature Ti, viscosity ni, etc.

Particles sizes can vary from few micrometers to thou-

sands of kilometers depending of the field of study [27,

29]. In SPH, the fundamental principle is to approximate

any function A(r) by:

AðrÞ ¼
Z

Aðr0ÞWðr � r0; hÞdr0 (1)

where h is called the smoothing length and W(r r
0
,h) is

the weighting or kernel function. This approximation in

discrete notation leads to the following approximation of

the function at a particle a:

AðrÞ ¼
X

b

mb

rb

AbWab (2)

where the summation is over all the particles within the

region of compact support of the kernel function. mb and

rb are, respectively, the mass and the density of particle b.

Smoothing Functions

The performance of an SPH simulation is closely

dependant on the choice of the weighting function or

smoothing kernel. They should satisfy several conditions

such as positivity, compact support, and normalization.

Furthermore, Wab must decreases monotonously with the

FIG. 1. Variation of viscosity and hydrodynamic regimes according to

the conversion ratio.



increase in the distance from particle a and behaves like a

delta function as the smoothing length, h tends to zero

[29]. Kernels depend on the smoothing length and the

nondimensional distance between particles given by q ¼
r/h, r being the distance between particle a and b. The

smoothing length or influence domain h, controls the size

of the area around particle a where the particles b contrib-

ute to calculate properties of particles a. In our simulation

we chose the cubic spline function which is widely used

in the SPH literature.

Wðr: hÞ ¼ aD

1� 3
2

q2 þ 3
4

q2 0¶q¶1
1
4
ð2� qÞ2 1¶q¶2

0 q˜2

8<
: (3)

where aD is 10
7ph2 in 2D and 1

ph3 in 3D.

Continuity Equation

The changes in the fluid density are calculated accord-

ing to the following equation:

dra

dt
¼
X

b

mbð~va �~vbÞ~rWab (4)

where ra is the density of particle a, with velocity va and

mb is the mass of particle b. This equation is frequently

used in the case of slightly compressible flow. This form

which is Galilean invariant has good numerical conserva-

tion properties and is not affected by free surfaces or den-

sity discontinuities [23]. It is important to use this form

of continuity equation for predicting the free surface flows

such as those occurring in RRM.

Momentum Equation

The momentum conservation equation in a continuum

field is:

d~v

dt
¼ � 1

r
~rpþ~gþ ~� (5)

where Y refers to the diffusion terms. Different approaches,

based on various existing formulations of the diffusive

terms can be considered in the SPH method to describe mo-

mentum equation. Most of implementations of SPH employ

an artificial viscosity like those developed by Monaghan

[27] or Cleary [30]. In these simulations we used the mo-

mentum equation developed by Morris et al. [21]:

d~va

dt
¼ �

X
mb

Pa

r2
a

þ Pb

r2
b

� �
~rWab

þ
XmbðZa þ ZbÞvab

rarb

1

rab

qWab

qra

� �
þ~g ð6Þ

Pa, Pb and Za, Zb are, respectively, the pressure and the

viscosity of particles a and b. In this formulation, each

particle has its own viscosity which can vary in time and

that is interesting to introduce the rheokinetical model of

the reactive material where the viscosity evolves accord-

ing to the conversion ratio. Moreover this equation uti-

lizes the dynamic viscosity and allows the use of high

viscosity in the same scale as the viscosity of the gel

point of the reactive material.

Equation of State

The fluid in SPH method formalism is treated as a

weakly compressible material. This hypothesis facilitates

the use of an equation of state to determine the fluid pres-

sure, which is much faster than solving an equation such

as the Poisson’s equation. The equation of state, giving a

relationship between particle density and fluid pressure is

P ¼ P0

r
r0

� �g

�1

� �
(7)

where P0 is the magnitude of the pressure and r0 is the

reference density. P0 is given by:

P0 ¼
c2

sr0

g
(8)

with cs the speed of sound at the reference density and g
is a problem dependent parameter.

Thermal Energy

The rate of thermal energy, associated to each particle,

is calculated using the expression given by Cleary [30]:

dEa

dt
¼
X

b

4mb

rarb

kakb

ka þ kb
Tab

rab:raWab

r2
ab þ e2

(9)

ka and kb are the conductivity of particle a and b, Tab is

the difference between the temperatures of particles a and

b. This equation involves an explicit conductivity which

can be variable. This allows to accurately simulate heat

transfer of multiple materials with different conductiv-

ities.

BOUNDARY CONDITIONS

Mold Representation

One of the problems of the SPH method is the particle

deficiency near or on the boundary. For particles near or

on the boundary, only particles inside the boundary con-

tribute to the particle interaction, and any contribution

comes from outside because there are no particles beyond

the boundary. Some improvements have been proposed to

treat the boundary condition; there are mainly three types

of particles to model boundaries: the ghost particles [31],

the repulsive particles [19], and the mirror particles [21].



In our simulations, we implemented the repulsive bound-

ary and the mold is represented by one layer of solid par-

ticles. It rotates around one or two perpendicular axes

according to the configuration (2D or 3D). To avoid fluid

particles penetrating over solid boundaries, a force is

applied between a solid particle and a neighboring fluid

particle. A type of Lennard–Jones force is used as the re-

pulsive force [19], PBab:

PBab ¼
D r0

rab

� �n1

� r0

rab

� �n2
h i

xab

r2
ab

r0

rab

� �
¶1

0 r0

rab

� �
> 1

8<
: : (10)

Parameters n1 and n2 are usually taken as 12 and 4,

respectively, D should be chosen to be in the same scale

as the square of the largest velocity and r0 is the distance

from which the fluid particles interact with the solid par-

ticles.

Adhesion of Particles

Usually, boundary conditions developed for SPH

method prevent penetration and produce no-slip condi-

tions. In this configuration, fluid particles cannot adhere

to the boundary particles (except for very low velocities).

To simulate the adhesion of the reactive fluid on the mold

surface, we developed a model to fix the fluid particles

when they reached a certain viscosity and when they are

exposed to a certain distance from the mold (or the fixed

material) during a certain time. Figure 2 shows a sche-

matic representation of the fluid particles and the bound-

ary particles (mold or adhered polymer). The adhesion

length is the distance from the boundary from which the

fluid particles can adhere. To fix a fluid particle, three cri-

teria must be verified:

• The effective particle viscosity ga must be higher than

the adhesion viscosity, gadhe (viscosity from which the

polymer starts to adhere on the mold surface).

• The distance of the fluid particle and the boundary rab

must be lower than the adhesion length D.

• The exposure time Texpo of a fluid particle must be

higher than the adhesion time tadhe. The count down is

engaged when rab � D.

gadhe and tadhe are physical parameters linked to the

surface roughness and the rotation speed of the mold.

They are determined by experimental measurements using

a homemade device. D is a numerical parameter and is

chosen to be in the same scale than the smoothing length.

When polymer gelation occurs, the material becomes stiff

and there is no more flow. The plastic part can be

removed from the mold. To simulate gelation phenomena,

the remaining fluid particles must be fixed. When the fluid

particles viscosities ga reach a viscosity close to the gel

point ggel, they become fixed, even if they do not satisfied

the three above mentioned criteria. At this step, the simu-

lation process is completed.

IMPLEMENTATION

Neighbors Search Algorithm

Because in SPH method the approximation of particle

properties are defined by the summation over all the par-

ticles within the region of compact support of the kernel

function, it is necessary to locate nearest neighbors for

each particle. This task is clearly dependant of the num-

ber of particles N. The easiest method to implement is the

all-pair search method which consists for a given particle

to check if all the others one are within the radius of the

compact support. The number of operations necessary to

build the neighbors list for each particle is then N2. When

applying this method to a high number of particles, the

time necessary to build the list of neighbors increases dra-

matically. In our code we choose to implement the

linked-list search algorithm which works well in the case

of a constant smoothing length [33, 34]. Here the compu-

tational time decrease considerably since N log N opera-

tions are necessary to build the list of neighbors. Basically

this method consists in the use of a virtual grid over the

problem domain where the sizes of the cells are of com-

pact support order (Fig. 3). Each particle is assigned to a

cell and a list of particles is created for each cell. Then

for a given particle, its nearest neighboring particles can

FIG. 2. Adhesion scheme.

FIG. 3. In 2D configuration, the domain is divided in square cells of

side 2h. To find the neighbors of the black particle within the compact

support, only the dotted cells need to be checked.



only be in the same grid cell or in the neighboring cells.

To improve the algorithm it is also possible to use the

symmetry of the particle interactions. Then if the search

is carried out for grid in ascending numerical order, it is

not necessary to check the particles in a cell labeled with

a lower number (Fig. 3). This reduces the grid to be

check at 5 in 2D and 13 in 3D.

Time Stepping

The numerical scheme used is the explicit Newmark

algorithm [35]. The variables are calculated according to:

vnþ1
i ¼ vn

i þ Dt ð1� aÞan
i þ aanþ1

i

� �
(11)

xnþ1
i ¼ xn

i þ Dtvn
i þ Dt2 ð0:5� bÞan

i þ banþ1
i

� �
(12)

with x the position and v the velocity. Moreover a ¼ 0.5

and b ¼ 0.25. The temperature and the density are

updated according to (11) and the time step Dt depends

on the Courant Friedrichs Lewy condition [23]. The New-

mark algorithm is a second-order scheme.

Parallel Computing

To enhance the performance of the code on multicore

computers we used the OpenMP1 application for the

most time consuming parts of the solver (neighbors list

construction and computation force).

VALIDATION

Couette Flow

The first test case used to validate this SPH algorithm

is the 2D Couette flow [21]. The incompressible fluid is

located between two infinite plates. The system is initially

at rest and when simulation starts the upper plate moves

at constant velocity V0 parallel to the x-axis. The gap

between the two plates is y ¼ L. The analytical values are

given by the following equation:

Vxðy; tÞ ¼
V0

L
yþ

X1
n¼1

2V0

np
ð�1Þn sin

np
L

y
� �

exp �v
n2p2

L2
t

� �

(13)

where Vx is the fluid velocity in the x-direction. The kine-

matic viscosity n ¼ 10�6 m2s�1, L ¼ 10�3 m, r ¼ 103

kg m�3 and V0 ¼ 1.25 � 10�5 m s�1. This corresponds

to a Reynolds number of 1.25 � 10�2, using:

Re ¼
V0L

v
(14)

Figure 4 shows the comparison of the SPH simulation

results and the analytical solution for the Couette flow.

These results are in close agreement, confirming the accu-

racy of the SPH algorithm to evaluate low Re incompres-

sible flows.

Dam Break

We performed a second test case to validate this SPH

solver. The broken dam problem is a classical problem

involving free surfaces and rapid motion [35, 36]. Even if

this test seems far from the field of rotational molding, it

is a good way to test the repulsive boundary condition

and the free surface representation. The problem consists

of a rectangular column of fluid confined between a fixed

wall and a temporary wall (dam). At time t ¼ 0, the dam

is removed allowing the fluid column to collapse under

the influence of gravity. Martin and Moyce [37] obtained

the experimental data for the collapse of a water column.

In this simulation, the problem is represented by approxi-

mately 4000 particles and the fluid viscosity is set at

0.001 Pa s (water at 208C). Figure 5 shows the collapse

of the water column at various times. The comparison

between the experimental measurements and the simula-

tion results are given in Fig. 6, the nondimensional surge

front positions of the collapsing dam are plotted against

the nondimensional time. As previously, the results are in

good agreement, the developed SPH solver is then vali-

dated and we can now apply this algorithm to simulate

RRM.

APPLICATION TO RRM

Currently, there is no test case to validate simulation

of polymer flow during RRM. Thus we developped a test

case destined to become a standard. The test should be

simple with a known final solution. It should be experi-

mentaly feasible to be able to compare the simulation

with the experiment. Finally it must validate the simula-

tion parameters and particularly the boundary condition of

the artificial adhesion. The test is discribed in the next

section.

FIG. 4. Couette flow: comparison between the SPH results (l) and the

analytical solution (—).



Simulation and Validation in 2D

We performed 2D simulations of an increasing viscos-

ity fluid in a mold. To test the efficiency of the adhesion

model, we used a simple geometry consisting in a cylin-

der rotating around its main axis. The cylinder radius is 8

cm and the rotational speed is 7 rpm. The initial interpar-

ticle distance dx is 4.2 x 1024 m. The mold is represented

of approximately 1000 solid particles and its temperature

is set at 608C. The polymer which is a polyurethane has a

density of 1200 kg m23 and is symbolized of approxi-

mately 19,000 fluid particles. The initial fluid temperature

is set at 258C. A rheokinetical model [26] is implemented

for this material to simulate the variation of viscosity

according to the conversion ratio and the temperature.

With the initial amount of polymer, the final part wall

thickness should be approximately of 4 mm. At the end

of the simulation, around 10 particles should form the part

wall thickness. While writing this article, the experimental

device allowing the determination of gadhe and tadhe for

the adhesion model is still on development. Then we

decided to introduce in the model, the values that we

thought close to the reality. gadhe is of the scale of a few

Pascal seconds and tadhe of few seconds. tadhe decreases

with time to take into account the effect of increase in the

viscosity on adhesion speed. Consequently, the polymer

layers on the mold surface are formed more rapidly with

time increasing according to reaction rate. The computa-

tional time is rather important, and then we started the

simulation for a fluid viscosity higher than gadhe. At this

step the polymer can start to adhere on the mold surface.

Figure 7 shows the results for this 2D simulation. First

of all, we can see that the reactive material is well

FIG. 5. Collapse of a water column.

FIG. 6. Surge front for experiment (lll) and SPH simulation (—).

Nondimensional maximum x-position X* ¼ X/a versus nondimensional

time T* ¼ t(g/a)1/2 (a is the initial column width).



represented thanks to a high number of particles (20,000).

Since ga [ gadhe, the reactive material starts to adhere at

the early steps of the simulation. tadhe is high (approxi-

mately 3 s) then the fluid particles adhere slowly to the

mold surface. After 20 s, we can observe a thin layer of

polymer on the mold surface represented by one or two

particles. In the same time, heat transfer between the

mold and the reactive material is well represented; the

adhered particles are at the mold temperature whereas the

fluid particles in the middle of the polymer are still at

258C. From this range of viscosities we can observe the

cascading flow described in Fig. 1, the material adhere to

the mold but due to the gravity it falls down. From 50 s,

tadhe starts to decrease significantly and combined to

increase in the viscosity, fluid particles can quickly adhere

on the mold surface. A polymer layer is formed of several

particles (3 or 4). Between 50 and 70 s, we can observe

the rimming flow. The material is well distributed on the

mold surface and the plastic part starts to appear, but

remaining fluid particles create a wave phenomenon on

the fluid surface. After 70 s the solid rotation occurs, the

polymer is relatively well distributed on the mold, ga is

close to ggel, at these viscosities the fluid particles stick to

the fixed polymer layer. The final part dimensions are

almost set and the thickness is approximately of 10 par-

ticles. Once ggel reached (ggel ¼ 1500 Pa s), the part

becomes stiff and there is no more flow, the simulation

stops. Even if the parameters of the adhesion model were

not defined by experimental measurements, we could

observe the main flows described in Fig. 1 and the capa-

bility of the developed method was demonstrated for the

2D configuration. Improvements must be added notably to

avoid the creation of particle clusters as we can see on

the final part (70 s). A better estimation of the adhesion

model parameters and an increase in the particles

number necessary to model the fluid, could reduce this

phenomenon.

Simulation Results in 3D

As previously for the 2D configuration, to test the ad-

hesion model we started the 3D simulation with a simple

mold geometry. We modeled a cylindrical shape of 20 cm

length and of 10 cm diameter. The initial interparticle dis-

tance dx is set at 2.5 3 1023 m. The mold is represented

of approximately 12,000 solid particles and it rotates

FIG. 7. 2D cylinder (20,000 particles).



according two perpendicular axes with two different

velocities: 5 and 7 rpm. The mold temperature was set at

808C. The reactive fluid is symbolized of approximately

23,000 fluid particles. Like the 2D configuration, the evo-

lution of viscosity of the polyurethane is simulated by a

rheokinetical model. The volume of polymer introduced

in the mold corresponds to a final part of 4 mm thickness.

Since dx is 2.5 3 1023 m, the final thickness is only rep-

resented of one or two particles, this is very little. If we

FIG. 8. 3D cylinder (35,000 particles).

FIG. 9. 3D cylinder (400,000 particles). FIG. 10. Liner (260,000 particles).



used the previous parameters for the model of adhesion,

in this configuration all the material would have adhered

in a half rotation. To avoid this, we increased tadhe. Figure

8 shows the simulation results for this 3D cylinder. The

flow is well represented but heat transfer is too fast

because the fluid resolution is too low (small number of

particles). Only few particles can adhere and they formed

some lines. The material is not well distributed on the

mold surface. These results could be explained by the

lack of particles to model the fluid. We did the same sim-

ulation but we changed dx from 2.5 to 1 mm and we set

tadhe as the 2D configuration. Now the mold with the re-

active polymer is represented by 400,000 particles. In Fig.

9, we can see that the polymer flow is more realistic, such

as heat transfer. Adhesion of particles is better than previ-

ously, we can observe the formation of a homogeneous

layer. The model seems to work for 3D simulations too.

However, the final thickness should be represented of four

particles which is still a low resolution. To be able to

simulate a realistic 3D flow with an accurate adhesion

process, few millions of particles are necessary. Currently,

we can only perform simulations of few hundred thou-

sands of particles, it takes already a long computational

time (days). To simulate millions of particles, the solver

should be parallelized on a graphical processing unit

(GPU). The simulation speed achieved should be of one

or two orders of magnitude faster than the equivalent cen-

tral processing unit code [38]. Finally we also simulated

RRM for an industrial part. Figure 10 represents the inner

part of a pressurized gas tank (liner). The dimensions of

the part are approximately of 80 cm length and 20 cm di-

ameter. 260,000 particles are used to model the mold and

the fluid (dx ¼ 2.5 3 1022 m). The same remarks can be

made than the previous 3D cylinder case.

CONCLUSIONS

Simulating the polymer flow during RRM is of great

interest to optimize the process parameters and the design

of the molds. We developed a solver using the SPH

method and several test cases were performed to validate

the code. Adhesion of the polymer on the mold surface

was modeled by a new boundary condition. The obtained

results are encouraging particularly for the 2D configura-

tion. We could simulate the main hydrodynamic regimes

occurring during RRM until the gel point of the reactive

material. At the end of the simulation process, the mate-

rial was well distributed on the mold surface. For 3D sim-

ulations, the results were less satisfying mainly because a

high number of particles are needed to simulate realistic

flows. Improvements of the adhesion model are still nec-

essary, notably the determination of the parameters and

the way the fixed particles interact with the fluid particles

to avoid clusters formation. Moreover the parallelization

of the solver on GPU could allow the simulation of mil-

lions of particles to predict realistic 3D flows in complex

mold geometries. A next study will be focused on a para-

metric analysis to clearly identify the influence and the

limits of the adhesion model parameters. The develop-

ment of the experimental device will help us to determine

the best parameters to be introduced into the model.
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